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Full approval expected
for NLN accreditation
The nursing program is expected to be accredited in
December of this year or early
next year, according to A.
Michele Warren, bead of the
nursing department.
The National League of Nurses, (N L N ") will decide this fall
whether or not to accredit
Harding's program. The earliest
accreditation coold be received is
December, but it woold be eight
months retroactive, enablillg the
first senior class to graduate
from an accredited school of
nursing.
The Arkansas State Board
gave the necessary initial ap-:
proval to be~ the prcJgram.
Members of this board will come
February 28 for a· site visit to
determine if they will grant full
approval, which ''is not even
considered until the first class is
ready to graduate," Warren said.
If the board bas doubts about
granting full appr_oval, they will
return after the first class

graduates and the scores ·of the
state board exams are known.
In July students will take state
board exams. In Augus.~l
representatives of the NLN will
visit and study the program in
depth.
.
We "can't even apply" for NLN
accreditation
'until
the
flrst class is ready to graduate,"
Warren said. ··w~ have no doubts
that we will have full approval"
from both the state board and the
NLN.
''Although NJ.N ·accreditation
is not essential, it adds status.
Graduates cannot enter the
armed forces as baccalaureate
nurses or go to graduate sch()Ol
unless their undergraduate
program is accredited by it;"
lil its evaluation the NLN will
determine whether or not "what
the graduates are taught to do is
realistlc with relation to the
community."
The department must do a self
stucly and be foul)d "an intrical
part of the rest of the college."
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Energy, job enrichment are topics
!

Seminar set for Jan. 28-29

Girls wear pants to class
'temporarily,' Ganus rules
Five minutes before chapel
started Wednesday, Dr. Clifton
Ganus decided to permit female
students to wear pants and
"warm clothing" to class and to
chapel until the end of the present
cold snap.
In chapel, President Ganus
described the pleas made by
several girls, reiterated the
compliments he had received
recently on the neat appearance
of female students, and asked:
"Can we do it'r Can we permit
this for awhile and be responsible?" ·
The vocal answer, feminine in
pitch, was "Yes!"
"There were some heads
shaking 'no,' too," he later
recalled in his office. "And some
of them belonged to girls."
"It is a temporary suspension
of the rules," Dr. Ganus added.
"There are times to make exceptions, just as when a student
is excused from cla8s for being
sick. Well, these are sick times!
I've never seen this kind of
weather in Arkansas before.
"I don't want our students to
get sick; I know they' re cold So
we're ruling for a temporary
change., that the girls may dress
as warmly but as neatly as they
can dress," Ganus said.
He announced in chapel that
the ruling would bein effect until

another chapel annooncement
repealed it. "At that tii:ne," he
said; "We will go back to regular
policies." .
"It'll work," he concluded. "I
have confidence in our young
ladies that they will make it
work. There was a diversity of
opinion in evidence at the announcement in chapel. Some
girls have come to me before, not
with regard to the weather, but to
the dress code, and asked me not
to let female students wear/. eans.
They felt that the quality o their
appearance woold degenerate."
Dr. Ganus feels that most 'of the
students on campus agree _with
his feeling, which has been the
spirit behind the dress code:
"When we get ·sloppy in dress
attitudes, our lives get to be that
way, too."

Dr. Philip GraMM
Featured lecturers for Harding's Fifth Annual Management
Seminar Jan. 28-29, will be Drs.
Philip Gramm and Scott Myers.
Gramm , who received ti
Freedom's Foundation: Award in
1976 for his work with inflation,
was named a Senior Fellow by
the American Institute for
Economic Research for his work
on energy. His lecture topic will

ron ight's concert
in main auditorium
s·tars 'Fresh' band
"Fresh," a "contemporary
rock group playing a wide range
of popular songs," will perform
in the main auditorium tonight at

$2.

and Energy Problems."
Currently working with the
Texas A&M University Department of Economics, Gramm is
the author of more than 40 books
ranging from environment· and
e::~ergy to banking and inflation.
Serving as a special consultant
on energy , environment and
taxation to the Canadian
government in 1973, Gramm bas
also served as a member of the
Gulf· Universities Research
Consortium, Energy Programs
Planning Cooncil.
Gramm's wife, Wendy, is an
ASsociate Profe&SOl" and Director
of Undergraduate Programs in
the Economics Department at
Texas A&M.
Myers , who will lecture on
" Conditions for Human Effectiveness," is direct(lr of the
Center for Applied Management
in Coral Gables, Fla.
This
Center
provides
professional research, consultation and management
seminar leadership for business
and
labo.r
organizations,
educational institutions,
managemen.t associations,
tmlver'sit;y programs and ciVic
groups.

The
erigU~ator
of
the
organizational development
concepts at Texas Instruments in
Dallas where be served as
management consultant for 13
years, Myers is the author of 2
books,
Managing Without
Unions, and Every Employee A
Manager, and is the ce>-author of
Managerial Values For Working.
In addition; he is responsible for
numerous periodical articles and
a film on human resources. ·
"As one of the world's outstanding authorities on energy
as welt as the environment and
economy, Dt. Gramm's lecture
Friday niJht should be very
informative,'' in the opinion of
Bllly Ray Cox, vice-president o!
the college. "Myer's lectures on
job enrichment, which deals with
making jobs more meaningful
and satisfying for the worker and
with the concept of involvl.og ti:le
whole man, is also a very
relevant issue. I think we shoold
be concerned about. We are
fortunate to have these two men
for the program next week."
About 200 businessmen from
aro\.U'Id the state are expected to
attend, as well as aboot 200
studen~. The fin:lt lecture will be
next Friday night at 6 :30.

Food committee organized

7:30.

Formed in early 1975 by
guitarist Willy Lancton, the band
brings a total of 80 years of
playing . experience
and
numerous television and public
appearances to the stage.
Vocalist Kathy Vincent and
keyboard-vocalist Allen Burke
have had prof~lonal study in
addition to their experie~. Miss
Vincent received a d~ in
voice from Ball State Uruversity
and Burke studied at the Jordan
School of Music.
Percussionist-vocalist
Doby
LQndoil bas a~red with many
groups including the Spinners
and the O'Jays while bassistvocalist Ray Petronzio bas
shared the stage with Badfinger'
and Grand Funk.
Individually the members have
appeared in In Concert, Midnight
Special, and the Mike Douglas
and Johnny Carson shows.
General admission tickets are

Dr. ScoH Myen
be "Solving America 'sEcononnc

Oh, for a little sunshine .. .
Going to and from classes is a real challenge, and sometimes. gets
messy, with the campus covered with ice and slush, but juniors
Lanny Dauksch and Kathy Florence seem to have worked out a
partial solution, a~ Least for the one day when the ice melted,
leaving the entire campus one big paddle of ice water, during
what is repor ~ly the worst winter iD White County since 1917-18.

The tiason cafeteria coriunittee
proposed last semester by -the
Student Association Executive
Cooncil has been formed and will
begin meeting twice a month
with cafeteria managers and Lott
Tucker, business manager for
the college, according to S.A.
president Brant " Bambi" Bryan.
Committee members Libby
Cochran, Larry Waller, Fran Till
and chairman Eric Tyler will join
Patti Cobb manager Dadie
Warren, Heritage manager
Corrine Hart and Tucker for one
meal per month in each of the
cafeterias.
Bryan said the committee had
"a lot of potential" and its main
purpose was to create "better
communications
between
cafeterias al)d students."
Susan Brady, junior women's
representative, will join Bryan
on a faculty and administration
committee to study and help

alleviate the campus parkin&
problem. Miss Brady said the
committee b,opes to have a day
when complaints and suggestions
can be made by students.
In other busmess, Bryan announced that. Dr. Ganus had
agreed to grant a $50 scholarship
to each cheerleader to ~P in·
crease the operating fuild p The
executive council will also bu~et
$50 ellch year for paper, pamt
and other supplies. '!be proposals
reS\llted from a cOmmittee investigation last semester
stemming from cheerleader
complaints of inadequate funding.
.
Movie affairs chaimian Bob
Freels tentatively set the movie
"Gus" for tomorrow at 7 and 9
p.m.
The council also discussed the
possibility of having a "Friendly
Week'' on campus, including an
open house and a "Sadie Hawkins
Day."
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Press freedom shows
administrators' trust
Since this is the beginning of a new semester and a new year, it
is especially appropriate that we mention the editorial policies
that we follow in producing the Bison each week.
Since the owner and publisher of the Bison is Harding College,
we are logically expected to respect and reflect the basic policies
of the college, as every newspaper or magazine reflects the
policies of its publisher. This is perhaps the most significant
influence shaping our guidelines. And since Harding is founded
upon high Christian principles, this must play an important role
as we strive to produce a quality publication, free from scandal,
personal attacks or ill will against any person or institution.
We respect the administration, and realize we are very fortunate to have such free rein to print what we feel is newsworthy
and important to the student body, without censorship by the
administration. We do have, in fact, a much greater freedom to
comment editorally than many college newspapers, sometimes
even criticizing or questioning school policies or procedures.
There are many school newspapers, however, including those of
some of our sister institutions, that are used solely as publicity
tools by the administration, that can not comment in any way
unfavorably in regard to their school, and are not even allowed to
be printed without the college president's approval each week.
But this also falls into the category of respecting the views and
rules of the publisher, to which the staff is responsible.
It is much easier to respect the administrators, however, when
they demonstrate their trust and respect for us by allowing us to
function totally on our own, with no threat of censorship as long
as we adhere to the same principles of trust and respect. To me,
this signifies the strong characters of our administrators. I feel I
can speak for the staff as a whole in saying we are privileged in
knowing and working with such people.
Randy Kemp
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Want to be'a member
of the~

liiiiil BiSON
staff?
We need reporters, proofreaders, typists and
anyone else who is willing to work a few hours each
week or every other week.
You don't have to have previous experience, just a
little enthusiasm and willingness to work and share in
the fun and (occasional) refreshments. Reply by
Campus Mail, Box 1192, or ext. 330 or 471.
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Guest lette·rs

.........

by Steve Leavell
....
cameras turn to Washington for a
By the time this issue of Uie week which culminates with one
Bison is printed, Jimmy Carter man placing his hand on the Bible
will' have been sworn in as and saying "I do."
President of the United States.
By the standards of other
Many of the readers of thiS nations, however, even this
column probably viewed much of exercise in pomp seems to be
the live television coverage of the somehow conservative.
events of the inauguration and
The emphasis is not truly on
were no doubt impressed by the
grand scale of even this which is ' the gradeur of the participants
billed
as
a
"simple" but on the glories of a free people.
The nation is celebrating not the
inauguration.
While not specifically called fol' asseodency of one man but the
in
the Constitution,
the orderly process of government
inaugureal has traditionally been succession which has endured for
the spot of unrestricted glory in nearly two hundred years.
the otherwise dUll business of
This process and its priorities
American politics.
offer at least a symbolic
Several days are taken up with reminder tbat in our nation, tbe
parades, receptions, balls and government and its executives
shows featuring many famous are the servants of the people,
performers. All television rather than the reverse.
-
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Polish choir leader
----Sy
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expresses thanks
Inauguration emphasizes for U.S. hospitality

freedom of common people
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The following letter is the first
communication that we have had
from Lukaszewski and the Polish
choir since they left the United
States. These letters were
smuggled out of Poland and were
mailed from Frankfurt am Main,
Germany.
It has been quite some time
since I have received any
correspondence directly from
Poland. It is very difficult for
them to get mail in or out
directly.
Let me express again our
appreciation to you for all that
you did to make the Polish choir's
stay in the United States a
memorable one.
Cordially yours,
Kenneth Davis, Jr.
Professor of Music
Dear Professor Davis:
We recall all that was arranged
by you for us, with gratitude. Our
toumee is a popular subject to
talk about now in Gdansk. The
press wrote about it, we heard
reports over the radio, your
name and hospitality are now
well known as well as the great
effort upon your part in
organizing such a complicated
tour over such a large area.
During this time we saw many
things1 met many people, enjoyed oumei'OUS attractions and
we felt that our concerts were
indeed successful. Everywhere
the tour took us, we came into
contact with true American
hospitality and we could always
count upon your help and
protection.
The care and hospitality of the
authorities of famous American
cities, tomenfion but a few: New
Orleans, Searcy, Uttle Rock.,
Dalfaa. Houston, all ct which
we've viai~.has left a feelina ol
true friendship in our hearts. We
were especially honoured to
receive the certificates making
us honorary citizens, as such a
custom in our country does ·not
exist.
We willingly acquainted
oora6ves with your traditions.
Bypusing political and reli8i.oua
dfflerenca, we feel tbat welaave

understood their d~p sense and
have been convicted to them.
Joinin~ you in thought during
the Chnstmas season, I would
like to send you, your family,
your choir and all of your friends
tidings of peace and friendship.
Yours sincerely,
Ireneusz Lukaszewski

Homes available
for Christian girls
in D.C. area
Dear Editor:
I operate a home for single
worlr.ing girls who have just
moved into the Washington, D.C.
area. 'Ibis home is operated
~der the eldership of tbe
Arlington Church of Christ. We
need to spread the word concerrting the availability of living
in the home to single girle coming
to this area so that we might help
them in their move.
The home is a regular
residence-type house with ac. commodations for four girls or in
emergencies for six girls. The
church charges $90.00 per month
for rent and the charge for food is
$15.00 per week. Each girl is
asked to be responsible for
preparing one evenmg meal per
week, keeping her own room
clean and helping keep the house
clean.
We endeavor to operate it as a
family operates their home.
Each girl is free to do as she
chooses with supervision only in
areas of safety and Christian
counduct within the home.
The house is located three
miles from DC right on a main
bus route. It is next door to the
Arlington Church of Christ. We
have also made arrangements
for assisting with obtaining an
apartment with a complex just
three blocks away.
The length of stay allowed in
the house is usually three
months; however, should the
house not be full a longer stay is
allowed.
Sincerely,
Suellen Phillips
Arlington Church of Christ
Ladies' Residence
703 528-1380

Column interviews
weather expert

By Steve Leavell
It's finally been made official:
The U.S. Weather Bureau has
confirmed that the winter of 19761977 is the worst on record.
I think it was Mark Twain who·
once said, "Everybody talks
about the weather but no one .ever
writes a Fifth Column about it."
In a way it's a shame that the
Presidential election is over:" If
the campaign was still going on,
Carter would no doubt blame the
overall drop in temperature on
the infamous "Russian Heat
deal" in which the excess
summer warmth of our nation
was shipped to Siberia.
The Republicans could respond
by attributing the record
snowfall in the South and East
which occurred at ·the same time
as the snow drought in western
ski resort areas to unwise
precipitation sharing policies of
the Democratic congress.
Unfortunately, with the
election over there is no need for
the two political parties to spend
time and energy ferreting out a
scapegoat. Both have their full
quota of wounds to lick.
It is therefore the duty of the
crusading press, which .Fifth
Column typifies at its finest, to
seek out the root causes of the
disastrous weather.
In an exclusive interview with
Weather Bureau Chief Sylvester.
Fahrenheit we learned the true
reason for the drastic change in
climatic conditions.
Fifth Column: As a man who
has at his disposal all the information on the weather in
America, we wonder if you can
tell us exactly what is the cause
of this drastic winter weather. Is
it, as some have suggested, a
result of atmospheric changes
caused by the pollutants in
aerosol spray cans?
Fahrenheit: No.
Fifth Column: Is it then, as
others have theorized, the onset
of a new Ice Age which is the
cause Of the extreme cold?
Fahrenheit: No, it's not that
either.
Fifth Column: Then what
exactly do you think is the true
cause?
Fahrenheit: Actually, we don't
know. We do, however. have a
theQry. Do you remember
several years ago when Nixon
and Kissinger visited several
communist countries and many
people thought America might
have been sold out?
Fifth Column: (Nods sagely.)
Fahrenheit: Well, we have
reports of several Russian
trawlers which have hooked onto
the top of the North American
~ontinent and seem to be attempting to tow it over the pole.
This leads may observers to
conclude that they are taking
delivery.
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Fall semester Dean.'s List includes 466 students
The Dean's List for the fall
semester has been released by
Dr. Joseph Pryor, dean of
students .
To be eligible for the nean 's
List, a student must be enrolled
full-time and have a GP A of 3.25
or above for freshmen or at least
a 3.50 GPA for upperclassmen.
Add ison . Ann
Albright, Timoth y R.
Alexander , Brian W .
Alexander, Donnette
Allen, Paul David
Allen, Timothy Rogei
Almand , Lynn Janice
Alsabrook, Cynthia E.
Andenon , Alfred Ewin
Anderson, Barbara L.
AtkinJ , ltobin Cy nth ia

Augabiii'JI", 6111! Ray

Baird. Timothy Byron
Baither, Nancy E.
Baker , BeckY Lynn

Baker, PelKY Sue
Baker, Phillip Neal
Barry , Martha Louise
Basinger. Yulon

::~~\~";.~h/anRay
Bearden , David L.
Beck , Sherry L.
Bertolini, Gerald D.
Betts, Rebecca L.
Black, John Thomas
Bluthardt, Olive Dawn
Bonner, Robert Leslie
Brady, Susan Deanne
Braun , Geoqe Wayne
Brewer, Chris Ann
Brimberry, Ronald K.
Brittain, Cindy L.
Brittain , Mary &th
Brooks, C. Brent
Brooks, Emily E.
Brown, Daphne Jean
Brown, Frank Wayoe
BryUI , Alan B.
Bryan, Amy &th
Bryan, Debra Lya
llw:hl , Elizabeth Ann
Burcham Mary Lee
Bums, Terry Uoyd
Burris, Mary Kay
Buterbauah, Thomas A.
Butterfield, Steven L.

Cameron . John Kendall
Camp . David Kelly
Caps hew , Thomas F.
Carey , Kathy Sue
Carpenter , Rick Lee
Case, Michael L.

Cates, Sandra Darlene
Catterton, Gena Dele
Debra Ceolle
Cave, Winona Gayle
Chandler, Cynthia D.
Cherry, Calvin Dale
Chinworth, Mary E.
Chisholm, Rodney M .
Oardy, Ja mes Anthony
Oem, Don old Earl
Oement, Mark Randell
O ine , Kevin Gardner
Outler, Ken Pa ul
Cav~.

Coburn, Denna Lou
Cochran, Murray Ross
Cofield , William W. Jr.
Coleman, Amy E.
Collier, David Loyd
Collier, James Karl
Collins, Sandra Lynn
Colvett, Kerry Jo
Conner, Eugene
Cope, Michael W.
Corbin, Ruthann L.
Coursoo, Rebec<:a A.
Cox, Gerald G .
Crompton, Robert B.
Cruce, James G. Jr.
Curtis, James TiJIIothy
Curtis, Kimberly D.
Dabbs, Charlene M.
DalafaYO, K.. ln D.
Daniel, Michocl Shea
Danley, Saodra Joy
Da•id-. Kevin Lee
Deaton, Cheryl Aon

g:~~~~~Ka

Denisoo, Doaoa M:.-Je
Diaz, Alida Virginia
Dickenon, James S.

D1r,l;, , l..bm R£n
llllla:d. r .. ltl Jo
ll10ch , lull~ M~Hnllo

O.wn. Darlo,l IVilllum
IJopps Ml:llt ' -'Inn• .
Ouna....,l . lu<l) EIJ.lne

Ourban1. Mi~h~J) i.A:'I'
Ouno~ , BUiy F. Jr.
FAmltan . Jdt'r.) A
Easley , Laura Ann
Eckstein , Lori Ann
Edmonds , James Q . II
Elam , Charles Philip
Elliott. Bonnie Marie
Embry, Dannah Mae
Ensminger. David Ward
Ensminger, Lyle E. II
Erickson, Dwight R.
Eubanks, Martha Karan
Farmer, Timothy Leon
Farrar, David Bennett
Ferren, Oifford Gene
Finley, Terri Ann
fleming, Samantha Jan
flowers, Diana Lee
Foley, Sue Ann
Formby, Leah Adriane
Frey, Ronald Michael
Furlong, Gary Edgar
Gambill, Steven Jay
Ganus , Nancy Sue
Garrett, Steven Alan
Gastrich, Frances
Gates, Carol Ann
Gates, Suzanne Mary
Uerman, Veorgia Adams
Gibbs, Joli
Gibson, Marsha Kim
Gibson, Sheri Dean
Gilliam, David Lewis
Glass, Wendell F. Jr.
Glover, Robert Alan
Goad, Phillip Taft
Goodwin, Debra Susan
Gorrell, Kendra Ann
Graddy, Debonsh Lou
Granbera, Stlm Earl
Grate, Marshall W.
Graves, Janet Marie!
Gray, Crai& Dwaine '
Greene, Karen W.
Greer, Donald Lee
Grevutius, Ruth Lyn
Grius. Karen Lea
Grobmyer, Julie DilUin
Growns, Larry Woodsot1
Guest, Paula Aon
Hadtney, Mik:hel T .
Hole, Glenito Kaye
Hamilton, Kenneth 1111
Hamme<, Jeramy Ann

tl•n~• . ~nt< llrtdley

H•ut-. . G.,., t.e.
!lonlllnsLiRII$moQij · L
ll~n••
ut·~ Ql;nl>
Hll~\011 . Stnll.y t...rue

Stcph~n 1
Hatdtn~~o CliUw Qb'ft
Harper Cltri~ Wllllul
ll~~<rb. R1111dall .loo!

1-br!llri.

Harrison , Kenneth L.
Harville, Patricia M.
Hawley . Stephen Wayne
Hazelbaker, Monte R.
Hazelip. Patrick H.
Hebbard . Don William
Henneman , C. Elizabeth
Hickmon , Joanna Webb
Hinkle, Charles M.
Hinkle, Rebecca L.
Hoga, Tony Lynn
Hoggard, Philip E .
Holloway, Richard G.
Holt, Houston Daniel
Honea, Jerry Dale
Hood, Kathleen Leigh
Hood, Keri Marlene
Hooper. Mark Ray
Horsman, Susan Marie
Hougey, Sandra Lee
Howell, Jeffrey Lee
Howell, Melinda Fern
Huber , Polly Anna
Huddleston , Teresa J.
Hughes, BeckY Anice
Hunter, Melanie Ann
Hutson. Forest Ann
Inman. Joel Steven
Inman, Lesa Schofield
Isaacs, Tamela Grace
Isenberg. Michael S.
Jackson, Jennifer L.
Jackson, Mary C.
Jenkins. Cheryl Jean
Jensen, Jacob Simon
Jernigan, David R. II
Jinkerson, Darryl L.
Johnson, Benjamin C.
Johnson, David Mark
Johnson, Mary Debra
Johnson, Wayne R.
Jomff, Cassandra K.
Jones, Ann MO<gan
Jones , Gary L.
Jones, S7lvla Eileen
Jordm ,' Kat)'ll Unnea
Jorp~~oeo, Timothy L.
~eathiOJ, Cynthia K.
Koe, lArry l>oul
Keil, Steve B.
~ennedy, Sandra E.
Keney, Michael D.

I
WYATT- POOLE
BARBER SERVICE
Appointments Ava ilable
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We do ladies blow-cuts, too

Shields, Anne H.
Simmons, Teresa Ann
Sloan, Reba Lewis

Sma rt, E Angtde11e
Smith, David 'A'ayn e
Smith, Ja ne t Sue
Smilh , Kimberl y Ka ryl
Smith . Linda
Sm llh. ~lcph<n Ut)
Sm )'l/lp, "RhUJl'il- lo

St aiJI'I, J oann~ Svbll
Stall~r. Larrv MeMo
Stanlo l'll, CJDihta, Lee
Stanford, Ra~ Allart
Starlin&• Sora l.,uann e
St<Jil!r. Rodn., koll.
Sccrt~l . S tcycn C
Stephenson , Sheila G .
Stewart , Sammy J.
Stockstill. Daniel B.
Srotelmyer, David E.
Styron , Geri Lynn
Sweeney , Rebecca Ann
Tabor. Ann Karen
Tan.kersley, Oneal
Tanner, Helen Jean
Taylor, Susan Lee
Tharp, Vicki Ann
Thoburn, Mark A.
Thomason, Beth Anne
Thompson , Alesa Ann
Thompson, Anita Jean
Thompson , Beverly Ann
Thompson, Deborah L.
Thompson , Janet Sue
T homsen , Debrah Lynne
Tibbals, Karen Y
Till, Fran Sue
Tipton. Janella Kay
Tipton, Rosalinda K.
Tomme, Alan Wayne
Tribble, Mark Edwin
Trombly. Diane Kay
Trotter, Dorothy M.

., r ull, Richard E Jr
Tuckct, feeua Marie
T urner, Donna hJ•Te

F:

Turner, Gt::orge
II
Turner. Howard D ean
Turner, laura Anu
T yler, Eric Owen
Vance, Lois Lvnn ette
Va ntine , Bruce A.
Vermeer , Sue Ellen
Visalli. William H.
.Voss, Joni Leigh
Walker, Robert C.
Walle·r , Anne Marie
Walls , Kevin Wayne
W alters, Connie Jo
Walters, James C.
Warren , Cindy Lynn
Warren, James Bryan
Watson, Richard H.
Wells, Dennis Jack
Wendt, Karl Robert
West, Julie Jean
Wheeler. Ronald A.
Whitaker, Glenda P.
White, Katherine Gail
Wigrns. Charles B.
Wilhams, David Brian
Willis, Susan Joy
Wills, Lee Anthony

~:::~ : ri:1:o!rent
Wilson . Naney Ann
Wilson , Sfeven Lynn
Winnett , Dennis A.
Wise, Robert Lester
Wood , David S.
Wood, Teah Lynn
Woodroof, James T.
Wooten, Janelle Faye
Work, Richard K.

l

~wphy, Paula ~yers, Mike
NISWanger, Suzy Pnddy, Dorcas
Riffle, Sara Starling, and Lou
Ann Watson.

New officers for the year were
elected recently for Harding's
chapter of Young Americans for
Freedom, a politically conservative national student
organization.
Officers include Daniel Holt,
chairman, . Mark 1boburn, v1cechairmari, Mark Clayton, finance

semester, and SCIDe members
plan to attend the upcoming
regional Y AF conference in

JOY SC edules

plans for
increasiniJ student awareness of
the orgamzation include starting
a newsletter and showing the
film, "Second Battle for Britain"
later this Spring.

spring fellowship

Sh~~medlate

.·······················4···················. Sixteen inducted
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PORTRAITS,
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for nursing majors
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PHOTOGRAPHS
WHILE YOU WAIT
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George E. Dillin . . . . .. . .. Rrts. 268-2184
Herman West .... . ..... Res. 268-3965

STUDIO 1202 E MARKET
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DID YOU KNOW

PUtter, Rodnl>)' Wayne
Porter, Sha~n011 Lynn.
PoWell , Andrew Jatk
Powell, Chris Avery
Prewitt , Mona Gail
Price, Deborah '!(aye
Priddy, Suzanne

~~~~~~,~n~ar~rs~·
Scott, A. Leroy Jr.
Scott, Michael Reed
Scale. Jeffrey Keefe
Searcy, William H.
Sears , Daniel H.
Sears, Elizabeth C.
Sexson , Stel)hen M.
Shacklett, Amanda Lee
Shaffer, Colleen Mary
Sharp, Steven Randel
Sherrod, David Ray

~tary.

Photography Inc.

268-9335

Pope. JCSR CuMis
Pc!pe, Kevin Lpr o
Pc!rter1 Oo•lrl ~·~me

Pritc het t , Roger K.
Purdom , Michael E
Qua cke nbush. Elizabeth
Quall s , Debra Sue
Ra msey. Ambrose Knox
Ran15ey , Mary M.
Rector , Susan Elaine
Reed, W ayne Arthur
Reese, Jay Brooks
Reynold s. Lisa Oark
Richa rd so n , Craig E.
Ricke r , Steven Dale
Riley, Judith Ann
Roberts, Dav id B,
Roberts, Richard E.
Robinson . Danny Ray
Robinso n. Kathleen M .
Robison , Paul Douglas
Rogers, Tammy Janeane
Roling, Ruth Elaine
Rose , Sara Ruth
Rowe, Woodie Nathan
Rowlett, George B.
Rummell, Esther L.
Sanders, Dennis D.

y AF begins year chairman and Patrice Murphy,
1be organization ia planning a
bY e Iect .1ng 0 ft"ICerS .membership
drive later this

5 :00P .M. TUESDAY-SATURDAY

Northside of Court Square

Mullis, Karen long
Murph y. Ch arles Allen
Murph y, Fl etcher Clay
Oakes, Han k Mirchell
Oehlerts, Larry H.
Okeete. Michael John
Ok•efe , ~~ell• Koy
0~. 11mnihy 1\l~n
O>born. O..rta l.~ntl
Poi9c1 Sally Cahb
Paris h. lullh)' Sut
Parker. Pa tricia Lynn
Parker , Ron ald C.
Parkey. Michael Craig
Partain , Patti Roxann
Paul . Brenda Kay
Pauls, Bernice June
Pecrol, Sylvia Lynn
Perkins, Melody Y.
Perkins, Robert Clyde
Perkins, William D.
Phillips, Karyn Sue
.Philpot. Dana Lee
Pierce, Edward Lee
Pierce, Richard David
Pigg, Cathy Carolyn
Piller, Bruce John
Piller, Mark Leland
Phoh(ord. Fanny I .
Pi~tsi Do:rid Benjamin
Pltu. Miriam Lel•h
Pull<. RUHCI Wayne.

facts in focus

Dillin- West

Three barb e rs to serv e you

OPEN 7:30A .M . -

Kilman, Da vid G
M,("ubbjn , O><Jory Wm.
Kimberlin, Melanie A
Md'lonki1 .Cra[f All en
Kimmel, David Keith
Murj>hJ. morel M .
Kinney, Wayne Th om as M)nro . ~hnon Keith
Myslivecek, Barbara T.
Kirk, John Dee
Nel ms. Alma Karen
Klemm, Arnold David
Ne ..llofT1. Rabin 1'.
Klemm, Janet Eileen
N..,.by. Manha J,
Krape, Nancy Arm
Kritz , Shelley Kim
NjiWOJidcr. M oth l\.el D.
Krumrei. Susan J.
N •on . D•yld l~n~lh "'l
Kuhn , Shelia Yvonne
N t~~bs , Eva Cl•irc
Nokes , Georgi a L
Kuykendall . Sane t Lee
Nossaman •. Larry Dale
Lacefield, Phillip A.
Nunnally, Bruce Allen
Lackie, James Robert
Landrum , CarOlyn Jean
Lane, Larry Logan
·McGuii'"e , Tamra Lea
Lawrence, Lanette M.
McKi nncj. S)'l• l• V,
Lee, Elizabeth Davis
McLart, , lkuct D.
Lendennan, Iva Fay
Lewis, Kathleen Marie
Mcl.cl n, M ark Thur#DII
McLendOn . Pomola Anne
Linge, Dale Edward
McMillin , Marlea
Loden, Kathryn Ann
McNelly, Linda Sue
Long, Linda Karen
Meadows, Melinda Lee
Long, Tamara Diane
Messick, Denise P.
Lovell, Mary Patrice
Luers, Alice
~fJl~.ni~ ~i~ Kim
Lyles, Patsy Jane
Miller, Mark Anthony
Lyles, Roberta Ann
MIU.,., Rilndy WA'Jne
Lytle, Richard S.
M-lfner , Dennis ~nry
Mahaffey, Steven B.
Markham, Lea A9n
M!«:hell. Marolo R.
Mltoholl. S..tl C
Mar~uard , Janeen E
Muoro, Marlin kern
Martrn, Vikki LyM
MOC>M. Martha Joanne
Mason, Robert Allen
Morgan , Gerald C lcqn
Massey, Karen Elaine
Matthews, David Lee
Morris. Arllm• Huahes
MO<TOw, Clua Ico n
May, Jimmy Dale
Mosor. YVonne Lane lie
Mayer, Teresa Santana
Moshier, Michael D.
Mayhall, Danna Smith
Moulton , Teresa Fay
Mayo, Bruce Allan
M.ount, Daryl Robert
McAlister, John E.
Mount, Lori Wells
McCielen, Kenneth R .

• • •

that if every faculty and staff member and every
student had just one sui~~ or dress, or coat, or two
pairs of pants per month cleaned at the Harding
Cleaners, it would put over $60,000 a year into the
operating fund of Harding College?
Think about it
• Convenient
• Time saving
e .Join the team!
• -Remember - your clothes last longer and look better when dry cleaned

Sbcteen nursing majors were
inducted into the recently-formed
Harding College Honor Society in
.Nurs in g December 17, in
recognition of undergraduate
achievements in leadership,
scholarship, and service among
the student body.
Qualifications for entry include
a 3.0 GP A in nursing courses
taken, and ··nominees must be
recomme.nded by classmates.
The local chapter, which is for
baccalaureate students only, will
probably be disbanded upon
e8tablislunent at Harding of the
national nursiilg organization,
~1gma Theta Tau, wni.ch will
possibly be.next fall, according to
Miss Louise Truex, a sponsor for
the local society.
Those inducted include Nancy
Baither, Becky Betta, Charlene
Dabbs , Jena Devore, Elizabeth
Lee, Lynn McCarty, Billie
Malone, DeAon Martin, Marcia

,

.

h

JOY (Jesus, Others, Yourself)
will have ita annual spring
fellowship tom orr ow in the
American Heritage auditcrium
from 9 a.m . to 3:30 p. m. The
featured speaker wiD be Mrs.
Jule (Judy) Miller from
Pasadena, Tex.
1be topic of the seminar is "My
Cup Rurmeth Over," the title of a
book Mrs. Miller wrote about her
family that inclUdeS ten children.
She will talk about the fruits of
the spirit as they are mentioned
in Gal. 5:22,23.
Part of the program will be a
panel discussion. Mrs. Raymond
(Eloise) Muncy, wife of Dr;
Raymond Muncy; history
professor, will talk on applying
the fruits of the spirit to the
home.
Mrs. Zearl (Betty) Watson,
assistant professor of elementary
education., will discuss the fruits
of the spirit as they apply to
children. Mrs. Jack (Marge)
Ryan , assistant professor of
HPER, will talk about the fruits
as they apply to personal work.
Miss Lmd~ Hayes, associate
instructor in French, will discuss
the fruits of the spirit as they
apply to a career.
Mrs. Miller is a former Harding student. Three of her
children, Robin, Julia and Laura,
are currently enrolled here.

PLAN YOUR SUMM~R
EARLY!!
The John A. Dickson Company
Offers you a fantastic job
opportunity selling Bibles
Consider these advantages
• Full or part-time work
• Earn $2,000-$4,000
• Sell in home area or
area of your choice
• Sell by cash or
installment plan
• Students take orders,
company delivers
For free information write to:
JOHN A. DICKSON PUB. CO.
Box 1400
Campus Mail

..,
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-----------Student Opinion-----------

Gary Gilmore
Is his execution justifiable?

D. Min. program approved
for Harding Graduate School
The Board of Trustees has
approved a doctm-al program in
ministry at the Harding
Graduate School of Religion in
Memphis.
Approval of the Doctor of
Ministry program, which is
scheduled to~ this fall, came
at tbe Boards regular fall
meeting October 29. Approval
was also given for the initiation of
a Doctor of Philosophy degree
program scheduled to begin in
1982 there.
Emphasizing ministry, the
program will stress learning of
truth and its application in the
different avenues of spreading
the gospel, ~eluding preaching,
~ionary work, counseling and
general church work.
Initiation of the D.Min.
program stemmed from a survey
of some of tbe school's graduates,
who indicated that they considered their training tQ be
lacking in practical apr,;icatiODS
of ministerial services. 1Tbe goal
of the new program wm be to
coordinate classroom teaching

we don't even have the rl(lht to "It's up to the guys. The consustain life if the dying WISh to stitution probhibits cruel and
die. I aJso feel t):lat some crimesl unusual punishment. In the case
like rape, are more deserving o
where he should die and he wants
death than murder and that to, I think they should do it"
capital punishment is not tbe way
Tim Barnes, a sophomore, said
to correct the problem; it's this: "I think he deserved it. The
merely a convenient way to get death penalo/ is a good penalty
rid of our misfits."
for major cnme, say murder. H
Sophomore Charlie Hester they really and truly want to die,
feels that " lrilling anyone for any then ...
"I just think capital punishreason is wrong . Christianity sets
forth that we give, oot take, and ment is a deterrent to crime if it
the Bible states that we can is eq~ and fairly enforced.
repent after doing wrong. A Whether tts scriptural or not is a
murderer should have that horse of,a different color. I don't
want to be the executioner," says
chance."
"I think Gilmore knew that he David McCain, a senior.
would never get out of prison so · Nancy Dethrow, a freshman,
he made the most of what he feels the execution was valid·thought was a
hopeless "Deflnitely yes - I believe In
situation," sa~ Sharon Martin, a capital punishment"
Ed Sanders, director of the
sophomore. 'He got what be
wanted Se started a controversy CCP and associate professor of
Bible has an interesting insight
and got some attention."
Karl Wendt, a sophomore, Into hiS desire to be executed,
says, "I believe the Bible in citing a following of Mormon
Romans says capital punishment doctrine as a possible reason.
is a perogative of the state.".
"In the first place, I believe
Sophomore Jo Beth Berryhlll that the Bible not only authorizes
says, "Everyone, Christian or but reqUires capital punishmest,
not, will be judged by the same botb the Old Testament and the
New.lt is regarded in the book of
"Capitol punishment is not the way to correct the problem; Deuteronomy· as a deterrent to
crime and then to Romans 13 as a
it is merely a convenient way to get rid of the misfits."
responsibility of government to
law-abiding citizens.
Senior David Johnson feels that standard. I think that standard is
"As far as the connection , to
" we're so pseudo-sophisticated, Jesus Christ, and I feel he stood blood atonement is concerned,
we don't want to handle seeing' for and brought us life.''
the Mormon doctrine of blood
execution. But it might belp
"He got what he deserv~," atonement is thafthere are some ··
impress upon tbe pu6Uc that says David Sherrod, a freslurian. sins which may be committed for
crime does not pay. We need a "The death penalty is proper which the blood of Christ .is not
crackdown on a right and fair punjshment for kidnapping, sufficient to atoD!e, ~d the blood
interpretation of our law."
treason and murder. Sentences of the guilty person must be shed
Janeal Rober1s, a sophomore, should be made mandatory."
in addition to the blood of Christ
"I think if 12 poeple can convict in order for the sin to be forgiven.
feels that, "Gilmore tried to w«k
his case up into an issue when he a person. to die in this time, he Of course, that combined with the
knew he was convicted because deserved it. I'm not againstit," is Mormon doctrine of reinhe hoped .that minority groups the ov.inion of senior Gene Cook. ~arnation, I think, is why
would be able to get him off the
"It s mainly his decision. H Gilmore sought death and is why
hook."
somebody 1s wanting to die, its he wanted to die. He believed that
"Capital
punishment is oot really right to stop him. I there would be atonement made
wrong," says Judy RUey, a thought they would suspend the in his death and that he could be
freshman. ''Our legal system is death sentence and I think this is reborn as another person and
wrong in a lot of other ways, too." what he was looking for," feels lead a different kind of life . . ..
Russ Porter, a junior, say&, "I Rocky Sawyer, a sophomore.
those who know him and have an
Robert Cometto, a freshman, opportunity to shed his blood
feel capital ~iBbment is barbaric. Man as the only animal says, "H that's the way he felt in have a responsibility to do it. In
who kills his own species in his heart, I think they should do other wordS it would be,wrong to
punishment. We don't have the it."
not help him lose his life so this
right to terminate life and maybe
David Kimmel, a senior, feels atonement could be made."
.
Editor's note: The question of
whether Gary Gilmore, convic ted murderer, should be
executed by the state of Utah,
where he had been serving time
on death row for some months,
has raised a legal and moral
controversy across the entire
nation. The controversy stlll
exists, although he .was shot to
death last Monday.
Gilmore's death came after
months of legal proceedings and
several stays of execution,
although Gilmore himself
pleaded to be executed for his
crimes.
In interviewing students, we
have tried to give an accurate
cross-section of opinions.
Letters to the editor on the
subject are encouraged.
"I think they should've shot
him a 10J18 time ago," says Steve
Woodhouse, a junior. "'Ibe death
penalty, carried out properly, is
effective. There are some crimes
so heinious, they deserve death."
Linda Grahm, a junior, says,
"Gilmore simply realized his
guilt and knew be should ~ 6ut they wouldn't let him. '

~:

with tbe service skills of actua.l,
day-to-day ministry," according
to Dr. Harold Hazelip, dean of the
Graduate School.
Due to the practical emphasis
of the program. tbe first year's
enrollment will be limited to 12
people. Applications are now
being accepted for this fall, and
candidates are requested to
apply as soon as possible for the.
class.

Coming Feb. 3
Fourth annual

Winter
Festival

..................................................................... ..

f?/J~~Ied ...
We have a wide selection of invitations . . . from the traditional to
the modern. And at low, money
savings prices.
Ask about wedding couple photograph in your invitation.

Stop by for your FREE copy of the
book "How to Make Your Wedding
Go Smoothly." NO OBLIGATION.

HARDI.NG PRESS
Herman West, Mgr.

Ph. 268-843l11r Ext. 341

. ................................................................-.
~

-

For College Men
Who Think They Can Lead,
And Are Willing To Find Out For Sure
Freshmen, Sophomores, and Juniors
No on-campus training * Eligible members receive $1QO a month for each
of the 9 months of the school year * Free civilian flight instruction for
eligible· members of PLC Air Program * Freshmen and sophomores attend
two 6-week summer sessions at officer candidates school, Quantico,
Virginia * Juniors attend one 10-week session in summer before senior
year * Commissioning on day of college graduation * Starting salary
varies from $10,553 to $12,700 * Aviation guaranteed if qualified.

""•~c

.,...

For additional information, visit the Marine Corps Officer Selection Team at
the Student Union between the hours of 9 a.m. and ·1 p.m. Thursday,
January 27 or call collect (501 ) 378-6152.

The

Few~

.• The· Proud ... The Marines
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Student Association officers plan goals, functions
conscious about that this year.
There have been quite ·a few
students who have come to us
with problems, and I think we've

Editor's note: To give students
a better idea of the goals and
functions of the Student
Association, we interviewed
several of the Executive Council
members. They have offered
some of their personal feelings
and goals as well as their idea of
what the Council stands for and
should work to accomplish.
Richie Poe, senior men;s
representative - ''My personal
goal as a member of the S.A. ts to

~thenl.

' One thing I never cease to be
amazed about is the response of
the faculty and administration
toward the students. I think they
are reaDy responstve to the
student OOdy's needs. A lot of
people have the idea that it is
impossible to get anything done
or cbanged, but it's not. The main
thing is to make everyone aware
that a problem exists.
i"l'be main thing that students
need to be aware of is the fact
that the S.A. really can perform a
good service. The S.A. is a potent
force that is too often underrated.
They can get things done, and
I've found that out more in the
last couple of years since I've
worked with the Council."
Nita
Allen,
sophomore
women's representative - "I
w;.sh we had better quality ratber
than quantity . . . in regard to
activities ... altbougb some kind
of activity is sChedUled for t1early
everyday on the school calendar,

Richie Poe

..

keep it from being an activity

organization and make it a
helping organizatj.on.

"The S.A. this year bas
cbangi!d a lot in ~a.rd to this: in
the past, jthas come to be sort of
a "party-plan" organiutionj
and, in a sense, the hub ol
campus activities, but not the
center lor students to come with
their problems.
"I think that itis the time for us
(S.A.) to have a part ln helping
the students solve their campusrelated Jr()blems1 things that.
they think shwla be changed
about the school.
"I think we've been more

11

~&"*-

Nita Allen

We hate to be
name droppers" but ...

~to<
~&c.

~&<c.e\\'tt
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so many times it is · just
something to fill up the calendar.
"I can't believe the (good)
attendance we've had for S.A.
activities. It seems like everyone
is really involved in campus
activities this year. I think the
student body is really growing a
lot - for instance, in the number
of people involved in and running
for students representative posts
and offices.
"Irn really ex<:ited about thegirls getting involved in sports,
not just intramurals, but -also in
compeJition with other scbools.
"I wish students would get in
touch with us more, that they
would let us know what -they
think, their ideas."
Brad Watson, sophomo~e
men's representative - ''The
overall goal is m serving the
students jn all areas, with an
emphasis on action-reaction
between the students, faculty and
administration.
"One of the main eurposes of
the Executive Council is to ask
questions for the students; to be
+.heir representative; and to have
a working relationship with
them, which is not too difficult
here because of the Christian
atmosphere.
''Our relat~~~~ with the
faculty and a · tration has
been~ood this year, lfell. We ask
guestrons aqout something, and
they respect us enough to gi,ve us
bonest, straightforward answers.
"The difficult commit~ are
working all the tUne to provide a
well-rounded program o£ entertainm~t. govern~ent and
other activities, bonded by a
Christian atmosphere.
"'lbe students need to realize
that this idea of communication
is a two-way street. They need to
take advantage of the Executive
Council. Sometimes, tbey get the
Idea wben something comes up
that unless its super-important,
then they don't need to contribute
or say anything.

r,o
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"I wish we could get more
student reaction, whether
positive or negative. Any reaction that is commumcated is
good, because it lets me know
that either I have or haven't been
doing my job. It would be great if
we would get flooded with notes
from students all the time."
Jamie Nesbitt, senior women's
representative- "I think most of
the Council agrees that our main
purpose is to ~ntain and improve a good relationship among
students, faculty and administration.
"My personal goal doesn't vary

David Johnson
from the Council's goal, but
rather is patterned after it. My
personal goal is in making tbe
council's goal successful, which
means listening to students
questions, suggestions and
complaints and then submitting
them for discussions at the
meetings.
"Everyone has different
problems, and it is a lot of hard
work· trying to help everyone
solve them.
"I think the Council has been
more responsive this eyar
perhaps than in the past, and as a
result, the student body is more
involved. ADd judging t:rom tbe
student elections 1a8t fall and
involvement in other activities, I
think the freshmen class this
year is going to set a pace for the
next few years. I hope they
continue with the sincerity they
started out with."
David Johnson, S.A. vicepresident - "I'd like to say that

• I

the main goal for us this year is to
bring the S.A. back to the
students. We've tried to do that.
''A personal goal for me this
year is to show the students we're
their emissary, not an arm ol tbe
administration- trying to sbow
the students we're for them, and
trying to show them that the
Student Association, or the
Executive Council, is here for
other reasons than trying to
explain to students why the rules
are what they are, and tell them
what they can and can't do.
That's probably what I thought
when I was a freshman, that the
S.A. was just an arm of the administration.
"Being a part of the Executive
Council bas helped me realize all
the hard work and effort that
goes into the things that many
students take for granted. For
instance, the concerts and other
entertainment and Council
services, and especially the
Carpenters concert· A lot of
students worked· hard to make
that go over.
"I find myself with a greater
appreciation for the other
Council members, the faculty
members and administration for
the hassle they go through, in
doing the little necessary things
that no one else ever thinks
about.
·
"One thing that really binds a
student body together is participation in various activities.
Working together gives ~ter
cohesion to the student body, and
that's just one good thing about
Harding."
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Stotts Drug Store
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103 W. Arch
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268-2536
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Brad Watson
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Got something to say?
Say it with pizza.
Or salads, sa_ndwiches, and
beverages of your choice.
Your private table is waiting,
at the Pizza Hut restaurant. ·

Phone 268-5868
2841 E. Race
Searcy

C 1975 Pino,Hut, Inc.
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You're special to us!
You're special to us, so we serve you in a· special
way. Come see us for all your prescription needs. Our
service and price will prove- Yov're special to us!

:·:·:·:·
.......
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Our people make it better

~ ~ ~l:

~ ~lft ; ;:' ':':'k't' '"'it t'K~:r~;'t? ' ' ' '/nmJltowL;@;t?-'
LOCATED IN HOWARD'S DISCOUNT CENTER
2100 EAST RACE
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AO escapes Sig Tau behind Johnston

TNT trims Alpha Tau 51 ~49 in OT

Jobn Brazas bits a jump shot from the t~ of the key for Lambdu
u Tim Lowry (Tbeta Tau) defeada. ·Theta Tau prevailed In the
game, however, tlt-44.

Water Buffaloes face UCA tomorrow
Tbe Water Buffaloes open tbeir
urn AIC race tmlorrow at a 2:30
meet here with UCA with " too
much fruitcake' ' in th:lir stomach
but still ready for the Bean
according to Coach Arnold

Pylkas.
Clnistmas holidays tPGk its tool
as times were down from the 1976
AIC championship pace the ream
was tUrning in befOI'e the break.
Pylkas bas bad the team
practicing since last Thursday,
usually swimming a grueling
5,000 yards a day. Monday's
p rac tice was an exceptiona l
5,600-yard wor kout.
Last year 's fres hman sensation, Norman Kabla, whom
Pylkas said had potential to
compete in the r.ational finals,
returned to the lineup after
suffering a broken art'\l and a
shoulder separation in a car
a ccident over Thanksgiving
holidays.

Notably abeent, however, was
Jay Trotter, who placed fifth in
one-meter diving at the 1976 AIC
ChampiOillhip meet and wbo was
ex_pect.ed to help in tbe .rebuilding
of the divign team and after fwrtime AIC Champion Mark Trotter
graduated last year.
Wendell cave and Steve
Mahaffey also are not participating on the team this
semes ter . Cave , who placed
fourth in the 50 and 100 yard
freestyle and s wam on the
winning 400-yard freestyle rela y,
is not a full-time student thls
semester. Mahaffey did not
return ~o school.
Hendrix, also scheduled to
compete tomorrow , withdrew
from competition because they
had a female swimmer. Pylkas
explained they would swim
against Hendrix later in the
season.

By Buzz Ball
In large club A basketball
action, T .N. T. squeaked ·past
Alpha Tau 51-49 in overtime while
Theta Tau blasted Lambdas 60-44
in the small club bracket to start
the club intramural season.
Fueled by Dennis Davenport
and John Karapateas, T.N.T.
came back from behind to turn
back Alpha Tau. Davenport was
T.N.T.'s high scorer with 18
points while Kapapateas bad 16.
Alpha Tau held a slim margin
of 21-19 at the half but fell behind
in the second period.
·
Taking scoring honors for the
game was Alpha Tau's Ed
Eichelberger with 27 points
making 11 field goals and 5 free
throws.
In the Theta Tau-Lambdas
game, Theta Tau had a big
second half to dispose Lambdas.
Leading -26-22 a t the half, Theta
Tau scored 34 points in the second
half to Lambda's 22.
Fueling the Theta Tau attack,
was Craig Ireland with 20 points
making 10 field goals. Also
sco~ in double figures for
'lbeta Tau were Tim Lowry with
14, and John Gilbreath with 12.
Leading scorer for -Lambdas
was Robby Harris with 12 points.
Also in small club action,
Fraters A narrowly defeated
C.C.P. 52·50 in . the -closing
seconds of the game.
C.C.P. tied the score with a
three point play but Fraten 'used
the clock wisely to down C.C.P.
Fraters were led by Mike Scott
and Mark Cramer who bad 18 and
19 points respectively. Cramer
bad eight flelii goals and three
free throws while Scott had eight
field goals and two free throws.
· Taking scoring honors for
C C P was Willy Franklin with 16
points. Doug Wheeler had 14
points.
Also in small club A action,

Alpha Omega trimmed Sig Tau
54-50.
After bl3ing down 25-20 at the
half, Sig Tau tried despera tely to
come back but there just wasn't
enough time on the clock.
Taking scoring honors for
Alpha Omega was Matt Johnson
.with 19 points.
For Sig Tau, Guy Zakrevsky
had 19 while Jim Warren had 14
points.
In large club B action, Kappa
Sigs shaded Mohicans in a real
barburner 30.28 if one likes lowscoring ball games.
Kappa Sigs held a slim lead of
11-10 a t the half and managed to
increase that one-point margin at
the end of the game.
Taking scoring honors for the
game was Kappa Sigs Allan Jeter
with 16 points making eight field
goals.
Top scorer for the Mohicans
was Mike Border with 10 points.
Other scorers in large club A

were Kappa Sigs 40-Chi Sigs 3C.
Galaxy blasted Sub-T 56-38 and
Galaxy also defeated Mohicans
55-37.

In large clubB T.N.T. defeated
Chi Sigs 43·32 wblle Alpb Tau
downed Galaxy 4(}.33.
In -small club A, Slg Tau
bombedKoinonia 76-12 and Kings
Men shaded Beta Phi 41-31.
Knights defeated Fraters 45-32.
In small club B action, Theta
Tau walloped Sig Tau 47-29,
Kings Men defeated Fraters 'Zl22, and Knights bl~ted Beta Phi
63-12. Lambdas also defeated
Alpha Omega 43-35.

IH~IHICA
AM720
Campus radio

New & Used Pianos, Organs, Guitars
Free lessons, delivery, benches, and tunings
T•hers and Demonstrations
Rentals goes toward purchase
Six locations in Arkansas to $8rve you

GERALD NEAL

Piano and Organ Company3209 E. Race

268·9969

TRY
Baby-Soft
LOVE Cosmetics

MEDICAL CENTER
PHARMACY
BOYCE HENRY ARNETT, R.Ph.
Harding Class ef '66
Prescription Chemists
* "Coca-Cola" and "Coke"

are registered trade-marks which identify the same product of the Coca-Cola Company.

Bottled under the Authority of the COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO. OF ARKANSAS, Searcy, Ark.
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Southern Baptist captures ·
12th Harding JuCotourney
By Jim Warren
An overwhelming desire to
- help and yet a f~boding feeling
Of helplessness swept the new
athletic complex u Henderson
guard Enos Mitchell swished a
jump shot to deny a brilliant
Bison rally 78-Tl last week.
And certainly no one experienced that sickening feeling
more keenly than James (Slim)
Winston, star junior Bison forward, as he sat on the bench,
confined- by a cracked collarbone.
"It hurts bad," Slim remarked,
"You always feel like you can
contribute something and it
burns me to sit there while they
play."
The· injury, sustained in a
collision at a team practice,
came just as Slim was beginning
to successfully complete the
transition from his center
position of last year to a more
.natural forward position.
"James was just about readr,
- to really start making progress, '
~d coach Jeas Bucy noted.
And for the first time in bia
;.,. college career, Slim will be
forced to make the transition to
being just a cheerleader for
approximately four weeks. But
making
adjustments
are
something Slim has known
before.
Oddly enough, Slim did not
play much basketball until his
senior year at Westwood High in
South Memphis.
"I sorta played in the shadows
in high school. I grew about six
inches between my sophomore
and junior years and I guess I
was kind of uncoordinated," he
said, "I couldn't even dunk a
- basketball until my senior year."
During his senior year, Slim
averaged 17 points a game and 13
rebounds but was not contacted
· by any colleges until his coach
wrote Coach Bucy. after seeing
Slim play, Bucy signed him.
If his high school play was less
than spectacular, however, he
has made up for it at Harding.

During his first two years, Slitn
hit for 648 points while shooting
nearly 58 percent.
Last year Slim garnered
honorable
mention
allconference · while pulling down
10.5 rebounds a game to place
second in the conference.
At the time of his injury, Slim
was averaging 8.5 points per
game and 8.9 rebounds.
Slim's transition from high
school to college has not been as
easy as it might seem however.
"One of the big differences is
everybody is good here," Slim
said, "In high school there were
usually only one or two good ones
on a team. In college it is all the
stars from those teams:"
Another big adjustment for
Slim has been the multiplicity of
defen~es used in the college
games.
"It's more organized in college
and the coaches are smarter," he
said, "It's very seldom that we
don't know something about the
other team."
And as in high school, Slim has
had to make the adjustment to
playing second fiddle. This time
to All-American forward Butch
Gardner.
"It doesn't bother me " Slim
emphasizes, "Somebody' has to
be the glory winner and if he
earns it it is all his."
Slim also maintains that he is
content riding the bench as long
as the Bisons are winning all
their games but one can tell he is
yearning for that transition back
to a healthy collar bone and his
starting forward position.
. Did You Know That ***
... Jess Bucy regards the AJC
as one of the stronger, if not the
straongest NAJA basketball
conferences in the country from
top to bottom and statistics can
bear him out.
••• Arkansas Tech, currently in
fifth place in AJC standings,
defeated Jackson State by 20
points early in the season. At the
time The Sporting News had

ranked Jackson State number
one in the NAJA. They are
currently rated second in the
nation in the UPI poll.
... Harding College-Arkansas
Tech fans were not the only ones
inconvenienced by AIC referee
assignment mixups Monday
night. Reports have it that tfie
Southern
Arkansas-Central
Arkarisas encounter was also
delayed and finally had to
proceed through much of the first
half with only one official.
••• Senior forward Butch
Gardner was named the
Arkansas IntercollegiateSouthland Life Athlete of the
Week for 'his outstanding perfOrmance against lOth ranked
Henderson State. Gardner's 36
points gave him 2,001 points for
his career, which is sixth on the
all-time AIC scoring list.

AIC Statistics
All-American forward Butch
Gardner is leading the AIC in
scoring with a 20.9 average ac·
cording t{l official AIC reports
released Wednesday.
Gardner has hit on 99-217 field
goals and 53-72 free throws for a
total of 251 points. In addition he
is third in the conference in
rebounding averaging 10.3
caroms per game.
· Overall, the Harding Bisons
rank fourth in team offense,
averaging 74.8 points per game,
and fourth in team defense,
giving up 71.8 points per game.
In individual free throw percentages, Bison guard Jerry
Morgan ranks second in the
conference, hitting· on 23~26 free
throws for 88.5 percent. ·
Bison center David Baker
ranks second in the AIC in field
goal percentage, with 60.5 percent.

vs.

OBU
7:30 Monday night
in next home game

General Insurance

Homeowners Policies

that came

Harding

defense which slowed the Eagle's
attack. But the Mustangs
couldn't muster enough offense
to change the point spread, so the
gap slowly widened until the final
buzzer.
Mitch Myrick paced CBC with
20 points, Randy and Ronnie Stell
scored 16 and 12, and Ken Taylor
added 11. Steve Cookson, winner
of the tournament Sportsmanship
Award, scored 12, and Thomas
put in 10 for SBC.
Shooting 50 percent from the
field, and 75 percent at the freethrow line, Ohio Valley outdistanced York to capture third
place, York's figures were 32
percent and 64 percent respectively.
Scott Seamon led five other
OVC players in double figures
with 30 points. John Hudson
scored 16 points, Bob Steele 12,
Bill Long and Dale Finley each
added 11 while Randy Meadows
pumped in 10 points .
York was paced by Jamey
Pankoke who scored 24 points,
Don Roehrkasse, Tim Gardner,
and Carl Chaffin each with 12,
and Mark, Lanham with 10.
Elected to the all-tournament
team were Randy and Ronnie
Stell, Pankoke, Seamon, and
English.
In a first round game Friday
night, SBC defeated OVC 92-81.
English led all scorers with 27
points, and Seamon paced OVC
with 20.
CBC earned its way to the
finals by trouncing York in the
nightcap 95-65, using their
superior height and strength.
Randy Stell of CBC scored 26 to
lead in the scoring category.

·& .. r
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It·:wasdt4i1~·'-' "'......,

By Larry Nossaman
Southern Baptist · College of
Walnut Ridge, Arkansas, captured first place in the 12th annual Harding College Junior
College Basketball Tournament
last Saturday, by defeating
Central Baptist College of
Conway, 82-69.
Ohio Valley College defeated
York College 102-78 in the consolation game.
SBC, led in scoring by Mike
English with 22 points and Otto .
Porter, the tourney's Most
Valuable Player, with 14, used
accurate outside shooting,
coupled with good offensive
rebounding and team depth, to
wear down the CBC zone defense.
SBC used the superior height of
their forwards; Porter, Larry
Chance and Ricky Thomas, to get
second and
third
shots
throughout the game.
The two teams stayed close
together (as reflected in the 36-36
halftime score) until about
midway through the second half.
With about 13 minutes 'left in
the game, SBC used a couple of
quick s~ls and fast-breaks to
mount a 54-49 lead.
At the 9-minute mark, CBC
switched to a man-to-man

Tenant Homeowners

Automobile Insurance
Special "Safedriver Rates"

EUBANKS AGENCY INC.
I

Office Phone 268-5838
Res. Phone 268-8360

207 E. Market
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Looking For A Break In Music City, U.S.A.?
Attention: Singers, Pickers, Writers, and Vocal/ Instrumental Groups!

The Nest Egg.
1i comes in all shapes, ~II kinds. all sizes, but what it does is always the same: It
insures a richer fuller life. At Searcy Federal Savings & Loan, we ha•e one of the
finest selections of nest eggs in existence: From regular pass book savings accounts to high-inlerest long term certificate accounts.

ASSOCIATION
401 WEST ARCH AVE
400 WEST CENTER

PHONE 268~2~36
PHONE 882 3045

SEARCY ARKANSAS

72143

BEEBE ARKANSAS

72012

1f you 're between the ages of 19-26 and you"re Into Country,· Bluegrass,

or Gospel Music, here' s your chance to appear on a nationally. syndicated televi,ion prpgram to be filmed in Nashville In the late .spring.
Send a btie1 description at yoursel1 - including name. address, and prior
expetier:'ce. Send this with a 6 minute representative cas.sette tape, and a
recent photograph t¢:
Auditions
Country Records, Publishing and TV Productions
Executive Plaza Bldg. - Suite 405
3200 West End Avenue
Nashville, Tennessee 37203
Your materials ca,,not be returned. Without cost tp you, however,
our producer and his staff will' review your package, a:nd if they 're
interested yo1,1"ll be oantacted for a complete audltlo·n. Tt;la could
be your big chance in Country Musicl Don' t delay! Send your materials
today, marking all original creations with the copyright sign.
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Bisons drop Tech 74-66 to end slide
ByJJmWamn

The Harding College BisODB
combined the outside shooting of
guards Jerry Morgan Stan Eckwood and Monte Hazetb&ker with
a staunch defense to thump tbe
Arkansas Tech Wonderboys 7<H&
here Tuesday night and snap a
four game losing 11treak.
The victory broQgbt the Bi101l8
out rl B lacklustre holiday performance which saw tbem lose
four conference games by a total
of 22 points.
In addition &-7 forward Slim
Winston sustaineO a cracked
collar bone during team practice
and will be lost at least four
weeks.

The Bisons opened up a lead

quickly Monday night ~ly on
the strength of four Jum ots by
Hazelbaker and lecf 37- at tlle

half. '
'lbe Bisons opened the second
half with a quick basket on a ten
foot jump shot by All-American
Butch Gardner to increase the
lead to 13 points but the Wonderboys would not die.
'
Tech
forwards
Mickey
Meimerstorf and Wendall Smith
then combined for ten straight
points, the last basket being a
vicious slam dunk in the lane by
Smith, to trail only 39-36 with

Gardner, Hazelbaker and Eckwood against a lone Tech free
throw to lead 47-37.
After that the Bisons were
never beaded, .,-elying mainly on
accurate free throw shooting to
insure the victory. The Bi80118
were 28-37 from the line as
compared to &-14 for the Wonderboys.
Morgan led the Bisons with 24
points, hitting 8-13 from the field
and 8-9 from the free throw line.
Eckwood had 18 points ud 11
rebounds while Gardner and
Hazelbaker bad 16 and 12 points
respectively.
Meimerstorf had 16 points and
Smith 15 for the Wonderbova.
The game was deaJyed an hour
and one-half due to a miXup
in the AIC office in Little 6ock in
which no referees were assigned
to the game. Referees had to be

summoned from Litt.le Rock at
game time.
Head coach Jess Bucy gave
special praise to the Bison
defensive tmit, specifically Eck·
wood and Hazelbaker. He noted
Dabny Ell18, wbo was second in
the conference in sccring was
held to just six points by Eciwood
while Billy Joe Murra)ir!iother
big gun tor Tech, was
ted to
four points and 2-10 from the field
by Hazelbaker.
In other Bison games over the
holidays:
,
Barry Clark scored 34 points to
lead UCA t.o a 74-70 victory over
Harding at Conway, January 3.
Gardner led the Bisoos witll 21
points and 13 rebounds.
Sam Biley led a balanced
Southern Arkansas attack with 24
points to a 82-65 victory over the
Bisons at Searcy, January 6.

Butch Gardner led all scorers
with 36 points on 13-23 from the
field and 10..11 from the foul line.
Mitchell led Henderson with 24
points and 10 assists.

Andy Balenton .fired in 27
points as Hendrix thumped the
Bisons '11~ at Conway, January
11. Center David Baker and
Gardner had 19 and 18 points
respectively for Hardil}g.
Ali-Aic· Jtuard En06 Mitchell
hit a jumper from the top of the
circle with eight seconds left to
give the Henderson Reddies a
dramatic 78-77 win over the
Harding College _Bisons at
Searcy, January 14.
The Bisons, who trailed for
much of the game, had taken a
one point lead with 17 seconds left
on two free throws by Morgan.

AIC Standings
Conf•.. All
Henderson . . . . . . . . . . .. 8-0 12-3
SAU ................... 7-1 14-1
Hendrix ................ . 4-3 &-7
Ouachita .............. 4-4 8-7
A-Tech ................. 4-4 7-8
UCA ................... 3-4 8-6
Ark. Col. . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . 3-4 7-8
Harding ................ 2-6 6-7
UAM ................... 2-6 5-7
().tarks ... : ............ 1-6 3-10

'Who11 prove to you
that-ONE bank_stands
out from the bunch?

15:34 left.

The Bisons then hit on consecutive baskets by Morgan

Bucy optimistic
despite losses
in spite of losses,
injured players
by Jim Warren
Despite a 6-7 record (2-6 in the
conference), head . coach Jess
Bucy still remains very optimistic about the Harding Bisons
chances for a successful campaign in 1977.
"This is a !_ery good team,"
Bucy said in a ~y inte.I'View
following the Monday night win
over Arkansas Tech.
"This team has been slower to
jell than any team I have ever
had," he continued, "but, it's
obvious the team has some
quality ... now for the first time
we have reached a point where
we've pretty well jelled."
Bucy cited the last second loss
to Henderson and the win over
Arkansas Tech as evidence of the
recent turn around in the play of
the team.
"Henderson was the first time
this year I was totally satisfied
with our offensive and defensive
play,'' Bucy revealed.
Much of the criticism of the
team has been directed towards
senior All-American forward
Butch Gardner who, despite
leading the conference in scoring
with a 20.5 a,verage is Qff to the
slowest start of his career.
But Bucy strongly disagrees,
noting that Butch has been
ham~red all season long by
bursttis in one of his knees.
"He's bad leg problems and
that guy has played with pain the
entire season/' Bucy said. " He is
now moving freely for tbe first
time this year."
In his last four games Butch
has scored 92 points for a 23 point
avera~e including a s~tacular
36 pomt output agamst Henderson .
Another . key to Bison early
season miseries has been the
absence of 6-7 forward James
Winston. ·
"It's kinda tough to lose a guy
like that because he is an excellent rebounder,'' Bucy said,
''The thing that effects more than
anything else is our. depth."
As injuries heal and the team
continues to jell together, Bucy
sees much reason for the Harding
fans to keep heart.
"If we can manage to put a
streak together and get into the
playoffs and get James back, r
thiDk we'D be in pretty good
shape,'' he concludes.

of"can'ts"and
"won'ts," there
is still a bank
that says, "We Will." A positiVe attitude
toward customers. That's what "The
Willing Bank" is all about.

~I

All-American forward Butch Gardner hits for two points on a turn
around jump shot late in the second half in Harding's 74-66 victory
over Arkansas ·Tech. Gardner finished with 16 points.
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We're Checking I. D. s •..
at Mr. Sirloin!
We've set up the Sirloin Room for the Sunday Night Student Takeover.
Show us your Harding Student 1.0. and we'll show you some special discounts!

Chopped Steak Dinner
Chicken Fried Steak
Mr. Sirloin Burger

$1.59
$1.49
$ .99

Served with a hearty baked potato or French Fries_and golden buttered toast.

Sunday nights, 5 pm 'til closing

''Great Food that's Easy on the Budget"
- East Race Avenue/Searcy

.
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